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ABSTRACT 
We estimate the di%xence of determinants of two square matrices in terms of the 
norms of their difference. 
Let M,(C) be the algebra on R x n complex valued matrices. ‘assume 
that A, B E M,(C), and let (a,, . . . , a,),(&. . . , /3,} be the eigenvalues of A, 23 
respectively, counted with their multiplicity. Then the spectral distance 
&A, B) between A and B is defined as inf, E s, max1 ( f ( n[q - && Here, 
S, stands for the Fmmetric group of permutations on (I,. . . p n). Let Ii* II be a 
nom cm C”, ad daxtc 5y $4 II = n~ax:~,~:._ ,(krl( the induced operator norm 
t is possible ts estimate dtA,B) from above by using FIB - AlI, /IAll. 11~11, 
tm$ t$. See for example [a] and the references therein. Most of these 
- det A[, See for exam@ @I. In 
he aim of this note is to ~rn~r~v~ this inequality siightly. 
Assume that II* 11 is an operator norm on 
(Net-e (a” - a”lJQa - a) = nn”-I.) 
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Proof. We use here the notation and the results of [2]. The inequality 
(2.8) states 
ldet -detAl<I(B- Aiij’N(D(det[(I- t)A + to]))&. 
-0 
Here, D(det A) : M,( 3 + C is the Frkhet derivative of the map det : M,,(C) 
A w det A at A, and N( D(det A)) is the norm of the linear map 
A). The inequality (3.24) yields N( D(det A)) < njlAll”-‘. Combine the 
above inequalities to deduce 
ldet B --.det AJ $ IlB - Alj&ln[ll(l- t)A + tBII]“-‘dt 
6 II - A@&[( I- t)l$A$l+ tllBlljn -I dt 
0 
Nate that (2) is sha 
of the same sig 
